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Finding the silver lining in China’s cloud market

Cloud computing, e-commerce and software as a service
(SaaS) are hot topics and the focus of technology companies in mature and developing markets. Perhaps no
market is more dynamic and complex than China,
where Alibaba, Baidu and Tencent parallel global giants
like eBay, Google and Facebook; where WeChat trumps
WhatsApp; and where a shift away from Western suppliers has accelerated opportunities for local firms like
Huawei, Inspur and ZTE.

fourth quarter of 2014 compared with 11.1 Mbps in the
US. Penetration rates also lag: 14% for fixed and 21% for
mobile broadband subscribers per capita in China compared with 29% and 98%, respectively, in the US. Urban
areas do better, but companies in the interior regions
have difficulty accessing remote applications and data
at speeds comparable to those in developed markets.
Beyond infrastructure, cultural and business norms
hinder cloud adoption. Heightened awareness of the
vulnerabilities of information security has created a
preference among Chinese businesses to maintain close
control of their workloads and data. A bias for Capex over
Opex—a desire to own hardware and software rather than
rent them as a service—reinforces a reluctance to put
workloads on the public cloud or otherwise outsource IT.

China’s adoption of computing models and IT architectures has historically trailed that in the US, but this time
lag has shortened over the past 20 years (see Figure 1).
The cloud computing market is still nascent in China—
it was $1.5 billion in 2013, about 3% of China’s enterprise
IT market—but we expect it to grow faster than overall
IT spending. By 2020, cloud spending could reach $20
billion, representing, at the high end, a compound annual
growth rate of 40% to 45% that will lift it to 20% of China’s
IT market (see the sidebar). Rapid growth, however,
depends on overcoming several hurdles.

Multinational corporations (MNCs) face other unique
challenges. China’s government, citing national security
concerns, encourages buyers to adopt technology based
on locally developed standards and IP, which in practice
often translates to using Chinese vendors’ solutions.
Some government bodies and state-owned enterprises
are beginning to wean themselves off IT gear from IBM,

First and foremost is broadband infrastructure. Speeds
are slower than elsewhere: an average 3.4 Mbps in the

Figure 1: China’s adoption of computing models and IT architectures has historically followed that in the
US, but the lag has shortened considerably
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China’s enterprise IT market
In 2013, China was the world’s sixth-largest market for total enterprise IT spending and the second-largest
in IT hardware spending, on par with other leading nations for hardware spending as a percentage
of GDP. But overall, China’s enterprise IT spending as a percentage of GDP is comparatively less, because
it spends significantly less on software and services. Among major markets, China ranks last in the ratio
of software and services spending to hardware spending. Given this ratio and the still relatively strong
growth in IT spending in China, its hardware market remains disproportionately important for
leading vendors.
China ranks sixth in enterprise IT spending worldwide and last among major markets for its ratio of
software and services spending to hardware spending
Enterprise IT market size, 2013
$600B
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Local leaders are emerging in China’s IT hardware market, with notable gains across servers,
storage and enterprise networking. Enterprise software remains largely the domain of MNCs, with
some local players, such as Yonyou, Kingdee and Neusoft, gaining traction. In IT services, local
leaders focus primarily on hardware and software support and implementation services. MNCs still
lead in higher-complexity services such as consulting and IT outsourcing.

Oracle, EMC and other Western technology companies—
a trend known as “de-IOE.” Chinese tech companies like
Lenovo, Huawei and Inspur are increasingly competitive
and successful in industries with strong security concerns, such as telecommunications. For MNCs aiming to
deliver public cloud services, the regulatory requirement
to work with a domestic partner creates additional chal-

lenges, and that has contributed to the relatively slow
development of public cloud to date.
At the same time, tailwinds are accelerating cloud adoption. China’s state-owned telcos plan to invest about
$180 billion from 2015 through 2017 in fixed-line and
wireless connectivity. The government views cloud as
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a strategic priority and included it in the nation’s 12th
Five-Year Plan. The Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology (MIIT) and the National Development and
Reform Commission (NDRC) subsequently launched
pilot cloud schemes in five cities: Beijing, Shanghai,
Shenzhen, Hangzhou and Wuxi. The 13th Five-Year Plan
will likely reaffirm the strategic priority of cloud, with
the NDRC planning continued investment through 2020.
China’s market also comprises many rapidly growing
businesses that are less encumbered by legacy IT systems
than is typical in more developed markets, which means
they can more easily adopt new IT models.

lucrative than selling to one or two large public cloud
service providers that might dominate if public cloud
adoption accelerates. MNCs could still capture much
of the private cloud opportunity, since many of the
customers looking to adopt private cloud value triedand-tested solutions and remain open to sourcing from
international sellers, especially where local alternatives
are less competitive. Multinational and domestic suppliers alike should move quickly on this front to cement
the trend toward private cloud solutions. A broad shift
toward public cloud services would create a tougher
environment overall and for MNCs in particular, since
the companies that deliver public cloud services increasingly rely on hardware from less expensive vendors,
potentially including white box solutions.

Now is the time to shape the market, as businesses in
China decide which cloud solutions to adopt. Bain
research identified a silver lining for most vendors of
cloud hardware and software: Many large IT buyers, such
as financial institutions, telcos, big Internet companies
and well-funded government bodies, favor building their
own private clouds over adopting public cloud services
(see Figure 2). This creates a window of opportunity
for IT hardware and solution vendors to help build out
their customers’ private clouds—which is generally more

China’s private and public cloud
In China, most cloud adopters choose private or public
cloud, with very few embracing hybrid cloud. Private
cloud customers spend up to 13% of their IT budgets
on their private clouds; public cloud adopters spend
less, generally below 10%.

Figure 2: Preference for public or private cloud varies widely by industry and by type of customer
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We expect private cloud to remain the platform of choice
for most enterprise customers that can afford it. As we
noted earlier, the biggest spenders—financial institutions,
telcos, large Internet companies and well-funded government bodies—favor private cloud due to concerns
about data security and their preference for investing in
things they can own over spending on services. Smaller
Internet companies sometimes start out on the public
cloud and then go private when success enables them to.
Most private cloud users prefer branded hardware, and
MNCs still have a strong position here, as well as in
infrastructure software. Local vendors, especially Huawei,
have done well with telecom operators that have been
among the first to “shift local” for these solutions.

providers—generally those that place a premium on
reliability, quality and performance. These companies
should also carefully weigh the benefits of expanding
their focus beyond private cloud to include public cloud
server providers, given the latter may favor lower-cost
solutions. Finally, multinational equipment vendors and
cloud service providers should consider whether the cloud
will eventually become more global. Recent moves by
some Chinese companies, such as Aliyun’s opening of
its first US data center in Silicon Valley and its recently
announced deal with Equinix, indicate that they may be
looking at the market with globalization in mind.
Conversely, local cloud equipment vendors should identify
the industries that are most sensitive to de-IOE and
possibly double down in those verticals. While MNCs
currently hold sway at the top of the market, local companies must continue building up their capabilities and
product portfolios so they can deliver reliability, quality
and performance levels that will allow them to compete
effectively. Local players may want to partner with international cloud technology leaders on an exclusive basis if
they can. Local IT hardware and solutions providers might
be better positioned to serve China’s public cloud service
providers and, in some cases, may want to explore becoming public cloud service providers themselves.

Public cloud is gaining traction in some segments, with
local leaders like Aliyun out in front and global competitors such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) entering the
market. Customers for public cloud comprise mostly
small and medium-sized enterprises, especially in the
Internet industry. Some large enterprises in traditional
industries use public cloud for customer-facing applications like webpages, e-commerce platforms and mobile
apps. Local government bodies with funding constraints
and less stringent data security requirements—for example, weather and education bureaus—also tend to use
public cloud, in line with the government’s push.

Software companies face a different set of questions.
A significant shift toward domestic hardware providers
could force multinational software vendors to reconsider
which platforms they support as their customer base
moves to a mix of international and local player platforms.
Makers of application software will need to build the
capabilities to sell and deliver SaaS solutions, which, for
MNCs, will require partnerships with local firms and
the additional layer of complexity that entails.

Implications for international and local providers
China’s cloud market is unique, but the basics remain
essential. Cloud infrastructure and service providers still
need to go to market with the right products and prices,
through the right channels and often with the right local
partners. As always, strategy begins with assessing your
competitive position and opportunities, understanding
the competition and determining where your business
can best compete—which, in this case, includes deciding
whether your company is localized enough in terms of
its offering, operating model and partnerships.

Despite the uncertainties and challenges, global cloud
providers cannot afford to ignore China’s large and growing market. Increasingly competitive domestic players
are finding their niche, but MNCs still have an opportunity to shape the market. Now is the time to identify
target segments and invest in solutions for this customer
base, as China’s IT buyers decide how they will take
advantage of what the cloud has to offer.

Multinational hardware providers already in China’s
enterprise IT market should encourage their customers’
migration to private cloud and help forestall a broader
move to public cloud. They should identify the industries least sensitive to the shift away from Western tech
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